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Introduction
When Queensland Theatre asked how I would approach an adaptation of Hedda 
Gabler, my first question was: why does a play about a woman manipulating 
people to tragic ends in 1891 Norway matter for a contemporary Australian 
audience? The class dimension of the original — an aristocrat’s daughter marries 
down into a middle-class family — has little resonance in today’s Australia. So 
I immediately knew I would relocate the play to a contemporary Australian 
context to explore the class tensions specific to this country — between upper 
middle and working class tastes, cosmopolitan Melbourne and the Gold Coast 
aesthetic, between so-called high and low culture, the elite and the bogans. 

My guiding principle for this adaptation — that the play had to speak to a 
contemporary Australian audience while staying true to the original’s essence — 
freed me up to make many other changes as well. I followed the plot beats of the 
original fairly faithfully but changed the content of those beats. For example, in 
the original, Hedda is rude about Aunt Julia’s hat. In my version, Hedda has a go 
at Aunt Julia for smoking in her house. You don’t have to know who Ibsen is to 
enjoy this version as a drama in its own right. 

Ibsen’s Hedda is trying to carve out some autonomy, freedom, to live life how 
she wants to live it. Women are trying to do the same today. But the barriers 
to a woman’s happiness in 1891 are not the same today. Sex with people before 
marriage is not taboo. Marrying a dull man you don’t love isn’t that big a deal 
when divorce is so accessible. 

So I shifted the context from academia to meth dealers. I didn’t feel that 
academics arguing over the meaning of life and losing a manuscript felt 
inherently dramatic to me for today’s audience. Drugs, violence, death — all 
of that felt immediately higher stakes. This is a world where if you make a dud 
move, the consequences can be catastrophic. It also felt like the right place to 
situate today’s feminist anti-heroine. In the world of gangsters, men call the 
shots, and women, if they feature in the drama at all, are wives, daughters, 
mistresses — a tits and arse adjunct to the narrative. A woman who dares to 
challenge the authority of men is transgressive in this world, because we so 
rarely see a woman in charge in a genre characterised by male violence. My 
Hedda doesn’t have the ennui, restlessness, longing for beauty of the original 
Hedda. My Hedda is a woman on a mission who won’t settle for anything but 
absolute power.

Melissa Bubnic
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Foreword
In week three of rehearsals our movement director, NJ, visited to choreograph 
and sign off on some of the physical elements of the show. There is a simple 
move where the character of Tesman grabs Hedda’s wrist when he is displeased 
with something she says. When NJ asked the actor why his character does this 
to Hedda he said ‘Control, I want to control her’. 

The simplicity of what he said surprised me, it summed up, in one word what all 
the characters in this play are fighting for, whether it’s control over their current 
circumstances, control over themselves or control over someone else. The play 
— while wickedly funny — is dark, a balance Bubnic achieves with intelligence 
and flair. The realisation of this on stage is something we sought to navigate 
with care, particularly in the current climate where we are reminded daily of the 
abuse of power that women suffer at the hands of men.

I say this because in the wake of the #metoo movement I struggled to engage 
too closely with the stories so many women were sharing. Not because I didn’t 
care, I care very deeply, but because I was overwhelmed by the abuse and 
trauma so many have suffered. I found myself disengaging from social media, 
avoiding films or television depicting violence against women and eventually 
unable to sit in a theatre without the dread of seeing another woman portrayed 
as a victim suffering at the hands of men; powerless, hopeless, broken and all the 
while being told it is a ‘great role for a woman’. 

I understand the importance of telling these stories, but I wonder who they are 
for? Often not for the majority of women I know because if they are fortunate 
enough to not have experienced this kind of violence, either physically or 
psychologically, they know someone who has, and what’s more, have been told 
since they are old enough to understand that they need to be ‘careful’ and ‘look 
after themselves’. 

With this in mind the experience of directing Bubnic’s Hedda was an interesting 
challenge. In 2016 before the current incarnation of #metoo, acknowledging 
Tarana Burke started a movement and coined the term in 2007, Bubnic and I set 
out to examine what is seen to be one of the ‘great roles for a woman’ and flip 
it on its head. We didn’t want our Hedda to be a victim who loses at the hands 
of men. Rather she would be an ambitious woman with agency who could beat 
these men at their own game to gain complete and ultimate power and control. 
We wanted the women in the audience to walk away from this show feeling our 
Hedda was a bad ass super hero (albeit a morally corrupt one).
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In rehearsals we discussed what it must cost the men who make these choices 
in our world, today. Does it not destroy them a little, bit by bit each time they 
enact this violence?  So too does it not kill our society a tiny bit each time we 
let it slide? If children are our most innocent members of society, women are 
our most patient. Surely we must find a solution before the collective female 
consciousness snaps, much like our Hedda does. So yes, our Hedda wins this 
battle but at what cost? And how much more violence can we ignore?

Paige Rattray
Director, Hedda, Queensland Theatre 2018
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Notes
Characters

HEDDA GABLER The daughter of Major General Gabler, an Australian  
   war hero

GEORGE TESMAN Her husband

COUNCILLOR BRACK Their friend

EJLERT LOVBORG George’s rival

THEA ELVSTED  His girlfriend

JULES TESMAN  George’s aunt

BERTA   Personal assistant to George and Hedda
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ACT 1
Morning.

The backyard of an enormous mansion on the Gold Coast, 
Queensland, right on the oceanfront.

An enormous pool.

An enormous BBQ on the decking, and a well-stocked bar.

Enormous glass sliding doors lead from the decking into 
the indoor space. Palm trees. They are also enormous.

JULIA enters the backyard by the side gate with a box of 
mangoes, followed by BERTA who carries other groceries.

JULIA You’re shitting me, they’re still not up? Nice life for some. 

BERTA They got in so late.

JULIA So did I, Berta, so did I, but I still get up at a decent hour. 

BERTA And Hedda insisted they unpack before bed.

JULIA Bet she bought a pretty thing or two, did she?

BERTA I saw a dress she got from Paris with the tag still on? 869 
euro.

JULIA gives a low whistle.

 Thing is, didn’t even look that expensive. It was just … a 
dress. Kinda plain, if you ask me.

JULIA How’d she like the house? She like the house? What’d she say? 

BERTA Nothing.

JULIA Nothing? What d’you mean, ‘nothing’? 

BERTA She didn’t seem to notice.
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JULIA She didn’t notice? The pool, the ocean, the kitchen the size 
of an aircraft hanger, and she didn’t notice?

BERTA Like I said, it was late. Guess she was tired.

JULIA lights a cigarette.

JULIA She noticed.

BERTA I don’t think it’s gonna work, me here. Hedda’s got … 
y’know, her ways.

JULIA She’s like all southerners. Thinks she’s a beacon of 
enlightenment and we’re just cane sucking, toad fucking 
racists, as backward as the square wheel. But did we vote 
down gay marriage? Fuck you, West Sydney.

BERTA But leaving Rina when she’s so … Who’s gonna make her 
egg the way she likes it? Bring the water to boiling point, and 
lower the egg. Simmer for exactly 1 minute. Then turn off the 
heat, put a lid on it for six minutes. Cool under cold water. It’s 
very important you cool it otherwise it keeps cooking, and 
it’ll be hard as buggery and Rina don’t like her eggs hard.

JULIA Don’t you worry about Rina. She’s been dying forever and 
she’s still here. If cancer can’t kill her, a hard egg won’t. 
That’s tenacity for you.

BERTA It doesn’t seem right, me being here when I should be 
with her. And that carer you got. You know how Rina feels 
about Asians.

JULIA Rina never even met an Asian before we got Maria. She’ll like 
her fine. You’re worried she’ll like her more than you and I’m 
telling you that’s not possible. No one puts up with as much 
shit as you, Berta. Georgie needs you here. I need you here.

BERTA You want me to spy.

JULIA What odds do you give me this marriage is done by two 
years, tops? 
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BERTA Shame on you, I’m not betting on Georgie’s misery.

JULIA We gotta protect our boy. 

BERTA Hedda. She’s so … y’know.

JULIA She’s Major General Gabler’s daughter and she won’t 
let anyone forget it. Major General Gabler, Australia’s 
decorated war hero. Bullshit. What war? East Timor was a 
peacekeeping mission, and it’s not the same thing.

BERTA He fought in Vietnam, didn’t he? 

JULIA That was a bullshit war.

BERTA He met the Queen.

JULIA He can fuck the Queen for all I care. The Queen. Honours. 
Order of this, Commander of that. Wankers.

BERTA C’mon, he was godfather to the Prime Minister’s son! You 
can’t say he wasn’t important, God rest his soul.

JULIA Berta, you gotta understand the difference between a name 
and what’s behind it. Gabler’s a name, sure. And it means 
friends in government. A big-time security business. The 
contracts for the mines up north. But you know what’s 
more important than a fancy name? Cash. We’ve got it, the 
Gablers don’t. Hedda Gabler needs us a lot more than we 
need her. Remember that, Berta. We’re Tesmans, and we 
don’t bow down to no one.

BERTA I’d never have thought in a million years we’d be mixing 
with those kind of people.

JULIA Get your dance shoes ready, Berta, we’re gonna throw 
some whopper parties in this backyard. Everyone who’s 
anyone in this state is gonna fight, tooth and claw, for the 
privilege of crawling up my arse.

BERTA Thank God it’s so accommodating.
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JULIA gives BERTA a sharp look.

JULIA Hedda likes to act like her shit don’t stink. But the things 
I know about that family? She may have gone to Rupert 
Murdoch’s last wedding but I can guarantee you one thing, 
Berta — I know her shit stinks.

TESMAN enters the garden via the sliding doors.

TESMAN Aunt Jules! How long you been waiting? Berta, you 
shoulda got us up! Can’t keep my aunt waiting!

BERTA She wanted you to sleep.

JULIA I did not! You lazy sonovabitch!

TESMAN hugs and kisses JULIA with great affection.

BERTA I’ll make breakfast for ya, Georgie. Bacon, sausages, two 
fried eggs drowned in sauce?

TESMAN Berta, I fucking adore you. Forget Hedda, why don’t you 
and I run away together?

BERTA Honey, you couldn’t handle me.

BERTA slaps TESMAN’s bottom.

TESMAN Ouch!

BERTA goes inside to make breakfast.

 You got home from the airport all right?

JULIA You didn’t have to make Councillor Brack take me home.

TESMAN Too many iceheads about. I don’t like you being out on 
your own at night.

JULIA Woman in my building got stuck with a needle cos she 
wouldn’t give up her bag. A fake Versace bag and now she’s 
got AIDS.
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TESMAN Jesus Christ, that’s awful.

JULIA Or maybe it was Hep C. Can you imagine that? A fake 
Versace bag. Terrible.

TESMAN He didn’t try anything, did he? Councillor Brack? A 
wandering hand up the thigh?

JULIA If only, Georgie. I’m afraid Brack’s tastes run much 
younger than this slab of mutton.

TESMAN He’s a dodgy bastard, that prick.

JULIA Thought he was one of your closest friends?

TESMAN That’s how I know, can’t put anything past him. He’d fuck a 
toad if he could hold it down.

JULIA Now I really feel good about myself. Less fuckable than a 
toad, terrific.

TESMAN Sorry we couldn’t give you a lift but you saw all the luggage 
we had.

JULIA Yes, the luggage. Hedda doesn’t mind spending money, 
does she? 

TESMAN Don’t.

JULIA What did I say? 

TESMAN You promised me.

JULIA And I’ll be a saint, you have my word. Hedda and I will 
be the best of friends. And if we’re not, it won’t be on my 
account. So tell me, how was the honeymoon?

TESMAN Europe’s … y’know.

JULIA No, I don’t. I never been further than Bali.

TESMAN It’s not like it’s not beautiful. All them old buildings, 
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and churches, and museums. It’s culture, eh? History. 
Interesting, broadening the mind and all that.

JULIA You went to a museum? 

TESMAN You saying I’m a philistine?

JULIA Not at all, Georgie. Hedda’s tastes must be rubbing off on you. 

TESMAN Thing is but, I don’t get the point of queuing up for two 
hours to look at a statue some dead guy made 500 years ago. 
We don’t appreciate how good we got it here. The beaches 
we’ve got, the weather we’ve got, our seafood — prawns the 
size of your head — the sheer quality of life.

JULIA And how much did this trip cost? 

TESMAN Hedda needed it.

JULIA Did she?

TESMAN She’s not the kind of woman you take to an all-inclusive in 
Vanuatu, alright? She’s not impressed by a buffet and happy 
hour. Hedda wanted Europe.

JULIA And what Hedda wants …

TESMAN But if you ask me, the Mona Lisa’s small, the French are 
cunts, and London’s a wet shithole full of arseholes, most of 
them Australian. 

JULIA If it’s Australian arseholes you’re after, you don’t have to leave 
home. Surfers has got no shortage of arseholes, I can tell you 
that for nothing. So what do you think of the house?

TESMAN It’s fucking amazing.

JULIA Isn’t it? Fuck ocean view, you’ve got the whole ocean! Think 
of the parties we’ll have here. People are gonna shit. You 
at the barbeque, important people hanging off your every 
word. Hedda, does she like the place?
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TESMAN She loves it.

JULIA Yeah, what did she say? Exactly. 

TESMAN Well … we got back late.

JULIA Yeah?

TESMAN So she hasn’t had a chance yet — 

JULIA This was expensive, Georgie — 

TESMAN I got the money —

JULIA Do you? Cos you coulda stayed in the penthouse, ’til you 
got yourself set up properly —

TESMAN Hedda’s left Melbourne for me. I owe her a house. A real 
house, somewhere she can make her own.

JULIA Well, this house aint cheap. Councillor Brack pulled 
strings but you’re still out 4.2 mil.

TESMAN How’s Aunt Rina? 

JULIA Dying.

TESMAN How is she?

JULIA I know I joke, but if … when Rina dies — 

TESMAN Come on, don’t talk like that —

JULIA She’s gonna die, Georgie, that’s a fact. Will you come and 
see her, Georgie?

TESMAN Absolutely will do — straight after I see Elvsted.

JULIA Of course, yeah, can’t keep the boss waiting. About Elvsted 
… so he didn’t tell you then?

TESMAN What?
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JULIA Ejlert’s out. A week ago.

Beat.

TESMAN But he’s not up for parole until —

JULIA He’s out.

Beat.

TESMAN No, Elvsted didn’t tell me. Why wouldn’t he tell me? 

JULIA You were on your honeymoon —

TESMAN Is he unhappy with me? I shouldn’t have gone away. Three 
weeks? I’m a fucking idiot! 

JULIA It doesn’t mean —

TESMAN But it probably means I’m being sidelined, right? Ejlert’s 
back and I’ll have to make way.

JULIA Don’t get ahead of yourself. The facts are Elvsted put you 
in charge of distribution and Ejlert is —

TESMAN The guy he always liked more.

JULIA Whatever happens, we will deal with it. All the same… 
don’t make any expensive purchases.

TESMAN In case I’m out of a job?

JULIA just gives him a look.

JULIA Me and Rina took care of the furniture so you don’t have to 
worry about that.

TESMAN You used your own money?

JULIA Well, we didn’t trade on our good looks — 

TESMAN No, no, I can’t, I’m paying you back —
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JULIA You’re our brother’s son. You’re our boy, Georgie, do us a 
favour and shut up, yeah? Everything we have is yours.

TESMAN I can buy my own furniture.

JULIA No one says you haven’t done well. Come a long way from 
slinging rock in strip joints, eh?

TESMAN We’ve done well.

JULIA Look how you live now. Look where you live now! People 
like Gabler, looking down at us like we were no better than 
pool scum. How it offended his delicate sensibilities to take 
Elvsted’s money. I only wish the prick had lived to see you 
bag his daughter too. Your rivals, the people who blocked 
your path, where are they now?

TESMAN Bugs beneath our shoes.

JULIA I’ll see Ejlert Lovborg dead in the ground before I let him 
take anything that’s yours.

TESMAN You mean everything to me, you and Aunt Rina, you 
know that? 

JULIA But you’re moving on, baby boy. You got Hedda now, and 
soon … your own family.

TESMAN You know Hedda won’t do IVF.

JULIA Then we’ll have to convince her, won’t we? You want 
a child, Georgie. It’s as simple as that. If you ask me, 
that’s where her focus should be, not this disasters and 
emergency response thingamajig.

TESMAN If we win the tender it’s a 387 million dollar contract.

JULIA Oh, I know Hedda’s clever. Me? I never even finished high 
school and she’s got degrees coming out her ears but just 
say Cyclone Debbie, that bitch, comes back, eh? And we 
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get flood trouble again, and Gabler Security is managing 
the response, that’s Gabler Security in the papers, on the 
telly, do we really want that kind of attention?

TESMAN Hedda’s been working months on that tender. She’s going 
for a whole lot of government contracts, big money.

JULIA It’s none of my beeswax, of course, but working for 
the government just encourages busybodies to look at 
everything we do, and I know I got no degrees, but that 
don’t seem too clever to me.

TESMAN Hedda wouldn’t put us at risk.

JULIA Of course not, did I say otherwise? It’s just she’s one of 
those ambitious types, which I personally respect. She 
wants to go out on her own, build something for herself, 
and good on her, I say. Still … if she’s doing her thing, 
completely separate from you, when would you see each 
other? How can she focus on a family when her business 
is her baby? And if things go sour between you — God 
forbid — but it is more likely if she’s spending night after 
night in the office with all those smart university types, 
and she gets close to someone called Alastair, (y’know, did 
rowing at school sort of thing), and you and her fall out 
the way married people do sometimes, and she no longer 
wants you around, what’s to stop her from calling the 
police and dropping you right in it?

TESMAN She wouldn’t do that.

JULIA The woman you love now wouldn’t, no, but I’m talking 
about the future Hedda, when she has her own multi-
million dollar empire, and she doesn’t need you to pay for 
Europe. God knows I was in love when I first got married, 
and if your uncle hadn’t drowned I’d have murdered the 
cunt. You shoulda seen his teeth, scared of the dentist so 
they were black they were, they were revolting, all fell out 
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in the end cos his gums were clearly fucked, and we spent 
three grand on screw-in falsies and then he died, with 
three grand in his mouth.

TESMAN takes one of JULIA’s cigarettes and lights it. He 
inhales deeply.

 Anyhoo … as you like, Georgie, it’s not my place to interfere.

HEDDA opens the sliding doors and TESMAN quickly 
flings away the cigarette, not wanting HEDDA to catch 
him smoking. HEDDA has her iPad.

TESMAN Here’s my beautiful bride. 

HEDDA Oh shut up, George.

TESMAN Can’t a husband love his wife? I like calling her ‘wife’. Hey 
there … wife.

HEDDA My God, is it always this bright? You call this September? 
It’s like an interrogation, a full-blown assault.

JULIA It is the sun, Hedda.

HEDDA puts on sunglasses.

HEDDA You’re here early, Julia. 

JULIA I brought you mangoes.

Beat.

HEDDA Okay.

JULIA And I wanted to see how you were getting on, if you 
needed anything.

HEDDA We need everything. Furniture, linen, dinnerware — 

JULIA What furniture?
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HEDDA Furniture. You know, a bed, a dining table, a couch. 

TESMAN Hedda —

JULIA What’s wrong with the furniture you’ve got?

HEDDA It’s fine, if you like being on a B-grade porn set. I can’t decide 
what offends me more — that oversized white leather couch, 
or that hideous crystal chandelier. It’s like the entire place has 
been decked out by a footballer let loose in a factory outlet.

TESMAN Hedda, Aunt Jules picked the furniture. And paid for it.

HEDDA laughs and then stops when no one joins in laughing.

HEDDA You’re serious?

JULIA That chandelier cost three thousand dollars. 

HEDDA Wow. You paid three thousand for it? 

TESMAN Aunt Jules, she doesn’t mean —

HEDDA I thought … I thought we bought the place furnished, that 
this was the previous owner’s … I didn’t realise.

Beat.

 Thank you.

JULIA It’s a wedding present from me and Rina, setting you up 
in your house. Thought you’d appreciate coming home to 
things being done.

HEDDA It’s just my taste is … different.

JULIA Yes, I imagine your taste is … different.

Beat.

 And you enjoyed Europe? Never been myself, never been 
further than Bali.
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 HEDDA Farther. 

JULIA What?

HEDDA You have never been farther than Bali, not further. You use 
‘farther’ for distance and ‘further’ for … We enjoyed our 
honeymoon. 

JULIA Good.

JULIA makes to leave.

HEDDA Berta isn’t going to work out, being here. 

JULIA Why? What’s she done?

HEDDA points to the ashtray.

HEDDA I can’t abide smokers. The stink of it, the sheer laziness, 
weakness actually. When we know all we know about 
smoking and the health risks and she still chooses to … I 
won’t have it in my house.

JULIA picks up the ashtray.

JULIA These were my cigarettes. You know Berta doesn’t smoke. 

HEDDA Oh dear. I seem to have put my foot in it again.

JULIA But if it bothers you, Hedda, I won’t smoke around you. 

TESMAN There, Hedda, isn’t that nice of Aunt Jules? Considerate? 
Thoughtful?

HEDDA That is really very kind of you, Julia.

JULIA Not at all, Hedda. I love you like I would my own daughter.

JULIA kisses HEDDA and rubs her lipstick off HEDDA’s 
cheek.

TESMAN Tell Aunt Rina I’ll pop round later, yeah? Cheer her up. 
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JULIA And I’ll come every day to see you both. We’re family now.

JULIA leaves.

HEDDA is checking through emails on her tablet.

TESMAN Why’d you have to say that about the furniture? That was 
rude, Hedda.

HEDDA What’s rude is her imposing her terrible terrible taste. Why 
would I want her to decorate my home? How could she 
think that was helping?

TESMAN It is helpful. We needed furniture —

HEDDA I have furniture in Melbourne, which you told me to leave 
there because we would get new furniture here —

TESMAN And you’ve got new furniture.

HEDDA It’s bad enough I have to live in Queensland, on the 
fucking Gold Coast no less. There are many things 
I’ve done for you already, George, but if you think I’m 
tolerating that hideous fucking couch —

TESMAN It’s just a couch —

HEDDA It is not! It makes me want to throw up! It’s an 
abomination! It’s so … suburban.

TESMAN What does that mean? ‘Suburban’? Looks Italian to me. 

HEDDA It’s not my taste.

TESMAN It’s important to me you and Aunt Jules get on. 

HEDDA Why?

TESMAN What do you mean, ‘why’?

HEDDA We’re very different people, George.
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TESMAN Aunt Jules and Aunt Rina, they’re my family, okay? And 
you’re my family and I would like it … it would be easier 
for me, if we could all just get on.

Beat.

HEDDA Invite Julia to dinner tonight, we’ll break bread, make 
peace. I’ll be well-behaved, I promise.

TESMAN Thank you.

TESMAN kisses HEDDA.

 If you want, if you could … it would mean a lot if you 
called her ‘Aunt Jules’. 

HEDDA Christ! 

TESMAN Hedda —

HEDDA Why do you have to push? I already said I’d be nice, do I 
have to eat her out as well?

HEDDA focuses on her emails.

TESMAN One more thing … I’ve been thinking about the state 
government tender.

HEDDA Which one?

TESMAN All of them. Maybe they’re not … maybe it’s not such a 
good idea. 

HEDDA [laughs, assumes TESMAN is joking] Yeah, right!

TESMAN I don’t think we should bid. 

HEDDA What are you talking about? 

TESMAN It’s a lot of risk.

HEDDA What risk? 
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TESMAN It exposes us.

HEDDA What the actual fuck are you talking about?

TESMAN It brings us to the attention of people we don’t need 
looking at us. 

HEDDA There is nothing in our accounts, in all of our record 
keeping that indicates we are anything but an outstanding, 
legitimate business.

TESMAN I understand that —

HEDDA I am thorough, George. I’m a fucking taxation lawyer for 
fuck’s sakes, our books are immaculate!

TESMAN It raises our profile — 

HEDDA No shit!

TESMAN What if there’s a flood and we get the contract and we have 
to coordinate … the flood … response, a lot of people 
would start looking at this company —

HEDDA What if there’s a flood? That’s your question? 

TESMAN Yeah, what if there’s a flood?

HEDDA We want it to flood, George, we want catastrophic shit 
to happen. That’s the business model of moving into the 
provision of essential public services! Bad shit happens, or 
shit isn’t working, or you need shit done, that’s what we do, 
across defence, healthcare, justice… I’ve explained this to 
you! This is where the opportunity is, it’s where the money is!

Beat.

 We agreed!

TESMAN I’ve changed my mind. 
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HEDDA This is my company!

TESMAN It was, but now it’s Elvsted’s and he’s put me in charge. So 
when I say no, that’s it. Everything we have is paid for with 
meth. This house, the fucking electricity, that iPad you never 
stop looking at — everything. That is our core business — 
that is what we protect. Anything that threatens that, no 
matter how small the risk, is not a risk we take.

Beat.

HEDDA Why have you changed your mind?

And now Hedda realises.

 Beware aunts bearing mangoes. 

TESMAN It’s my decision.

HEDDA Twenty years from now, we could rival SERCO as the 
largest provider of essential public services in the Asia 
Pacific. That’s my vision, George. And it starts with 
winning these state government contracts. I am so close —

TESMAN Babe, I —

HEDDA Don’t babe me, George! Don’t fucking babe me!

TESMAN We’ll find something else for you, okay? I promise, we’ll 
find you something.

HEDDA Find / me something? Find me something?

TESMAN I know you need … to keep yourself busy, and I’ll find you 
a project we can do together, something good for both of 
us, I promise.

HEDDA You’ll find me a project? You’re meant to sell the meth, 
George, not smoke it. ‘Find me something’? You’re so 
fucking stupid you don’t even realise how stupid you are. 
You embarrass me!
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GEORGE grabs HEDDA — it hurts.

TESMAN You’re on a very long leash, Hedda. There’s a lot of slack 
I’m prepared to tolerate. I want to make you happy. I want 
to be nice to you. But you give me a reason and I can be 
really, really unpleasant.

BERTA comes through with breakfast for TESMAN.

GEORGE lets HEDDA go — embarrassed to be seen by 
BERTA. BERTA pretends not to notice.

BERTA Evlsted’s daughter called. She’s on her way over. 

TESMAN What? Now?

BERTA Yes, now, to see you and Hedda. 

TESMAN What does Thea Elvsted want with us?

BERTA shrugs.

 What did she say exactly?

BERTA She asked if you were back and she’s coming over.

The doorbell rings.

 Goodness, she’s keen.

BERTA goes to answer it.

TESMAN Hedda … I don’t wanna argue with you.

HEDDA Who’s arguing? I wouldn’t dare, dear husband.

HEDDA stares at TESMAN, and he looks away. 

They wait in silence.

THEA enters from the sliding doors.

HEDDA Thea, honey, what a surprise!
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HEDDA hugs and kisses THEA.

TESMAN Thea, so good to see you!

TESMAN hugs and kisses THEA.

 You look amazing, how are you?

THEA The best I’ve been in a long time, George.

TESMAN I’m so happy to see you looking so good. You look really 
bloody good.

THEA Thanks, Georgie.

HEDDA What can we offer you? Juice? Sparkling water? Coffee? 

THEA Nothing.

HEDDA I’ll have a Vodka myself. George?

HEDDA fixes herself a drink.

TESMAN It’s 9:37. AM.

HEDDA I’ve got nothing on. My diary just cleared.

HEDDA throws her tablet into the pool.

THEA Was that your iPad? 

TESMAN That was immature, Hedda.

HEDDA It’s the heat. You just want to give up and get totally 
fucked. Maybe that’s why there’s nothing of any interest in 
Queensland. It’s too fucking hot, who can be bothered?

THEA looks at TESMAN and HEDDA — notes the 
obvious tension between them.

THEA I’m sorry, this is obviously a bad time. 

HEDDA [Lying] Not at all.
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TESMAN What can I do for you, Thea? 

THEA Are you my friend, George? 

TESMAN You know I am.

THEA Then what do you owe me, as my friend?

TESMAN Whatever you need.

THEA You really mean that? 

TESMAN I always have.

THEA squeezes TESMAN’s hand — it’s what she wanted 
to hear.

THEA Ejlert’s back.

HEDDA’s thrown.

HEDDA Ejlert Lovborg?

THEA He got out a week ago.

HEDDA and TESMAN exchange looks.

TESMAN What’s that got to do with you?

THEA He’s been staying with me. In Byron. 

TESMAN Jesus Christ, when your father finds out —

THEA Women are only tits and arse until it’s your daughter, 
or your wife, or your mum, on her back. Then you get 
squeamish. It’s like we’re just extensions of you, so us 
getting fucked is the same as you getting fucked.

TESMAN Elvsted not wanting you to get … re-involved with Ejlert 
Lovborg is no bad thing.

THEA I don’t give a shit what my father thinks. But Ejlert has 
changed. Prison’s changed him. 
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TESMAN Oh God —

THEA He’s clean! We’re both clean.

TESMAN doesn’t believe EJLERT could be clean.

 Yeah, he’s an addict, so am I! You give up on Ejlert, it’s the 
same as giving up on me!

TESMAN is suitably chastened.

 He’s back here in Surfers, arrived this morning. He’s come 
to see my father, to see you. He wants to make things right, 
he wants to earn.

TESMAN How noble.

THEA He’s got some fucked up notion he owes you. Although the 
way I see it, you’re the one who owes him. 

TESMAN How’s that?

THEA You threw him away.

TESMAN As I recollect Ejlert threw himself away when he beat the 
living shit out of some poor bloke over a parking space. 
At the fucking Chevron, no less. In front of 30-something 
witnesses. Or is that somehow my fault?

THEA None of you visited him inside. You’re supposed to be his 
best friend, George. He kept his mouth shut, he was loyal, 
and you threw him away.

TESMAN You know it’s not so easy for me to walk into a prison and 
visit a convicted icehead, okay? I have to be careful, you 
know that.

THEA There’s that … but also, you didn’t want to see him. It was 
nicer pretending he didn’t exist, because then you didn’t have 
to admit that part of you liked that he was in there, because 
you got to be out here, inside this enormous fucking house.
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Beat.

TESMAN What do you want?

THEA Be his mate. Call him, invite him over, and tell him to leave. 

TESMAN Leave?

THEA This world will kill him. You can’t let him work for my 
dad again. 

HEDDA You don’t trust him to stay clean?

THEA He survived my father. I know he’s strong, but we shouldn’t 
be around ice.

HEDDA So you tell him to stay away.

THEA I have, he won’t listen to me. You have to send him away.

TESMAN What Ejlert wants to do, how your dad wants to handle 
Ejlert … it’s not my place, I can’t really get involved.

THEA You said you were my friend. 

TESMAN I am —

THEA You said you owe me whatever I need. 

TESMAN That’s not fair —

THEA I love him, George, I love him.

Beat.

TESMAN It’s been what, six years? 

THEA Almost seven.

HEDDA Call him, George. What if it was you who went to prison? 
Wouldn’t you want a friend when you finally got out?

Beat.
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TESMAN You got a number?

THEA passes him a piece of paper with EJLERT’s phone 
number.

THEA You can’t tell him I asked you to do this. He’ll think I don’t 
trust him to keep it together. Trust is very important to 
Ejlert. You learn that when you lose everything.

Tesman nods.

TESMAN I won’t tell your dad you been shacking up with him either. 
But I won’t lie for you, you got it? So if there’s things you 
don’t want your dad to know? Make sure I don’t know.

TESMAN exits via the sliding doors to make the phone 
call. HEDDA and THEA wait in silence.

HEDDA Funny, isn’t it? Me and you, where we’ve ended up. 

THEA Hilarious.

HEDDA You know, Thea, we could try and be friends. 

THEA You want to be my friend?

HEDDA Why not?

THEA Hedda Gabler isn’t friends with the Bush Pig. 

HEDDA I didn’t give you that name.

THEA But you used it. With relish.

HEDDA You want an admission that I was a bitch in high school? I 
was a bitch in high school. You do know that I was bulimic?

THEA Hunger makes monsters of us all. I once glassed a woman 
for taking the last prawn kebab at a buffet.

HEDDA So it’s not an excuse. I’m sorry. Truly.
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THEA You actually think an apology makes it okay. You genuinely 
expect me to forgive and forget. Because that’s what you want to 
happen, and you’re so used to always getting what you want.

HEDDA Unless you have a time machine, I can’t really do much about 
hurt feelings from twenty years ago. But I am sorry. Truly.

THEA In a private Melbourne girls’ school, where wearing navy 
would’ve been too exhibitionist and Richmond is too north 
of the Yarra, I get a Surfers chick is an obvious target. I smiled 
too much, my clothes were too bright, my accent too broad. I 
don’t care that you were a bitch. It’s the way you made me hate 
myself that I can’t forgive.

HEDDA But you got your revenge. Your bogan father bought my dad’s 
company, I’m married to a meth dealer from Queensland. See, 
Thea? You’re as good as me now, or I’m as bad as you, however 
you prefer. Schadenfreude is as strong a foundation as any 
other for friendship.

Despite herself, THEA laughs.

 So you live in Byron now.

THEA Wake up quarter to 5, walk the dog, go for a swim, head to work. 
Waitress. Café that thinks it’s better than it is because it puts 
chorizo in the beans. The rest of the time it’s NA meetings and 
Netflix. I don’t pretend to be interesting.

HEDDA What kind of dog? 

THEA You a dog lover?

HEDDA Christ, no. It’s just a follow-up question you feel you have to ask. 

THEA Connie’s a mut. Maybe a bit of blue heeler. I know how shitty 
my life must appear to you. I’m a 43-year-old ex icehead who 
lives in a sharehouse. And you live here. But it’s my life. I don’t 
need my father, or his money, or any of this. I’m actually happy.
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HEDDA hides how much that burns. 

TESMAN returns.

TESMAN He’ll be here tonight. Around 6. 

THEA He’s coming here?

TESMAN It’s what he said. Around 6.

THEA And you’ll tell him to leave? Promise me.

Beat.

GEORGE reluctantly nods.

 Thank you, that’s … thanks, George.

THEA kisses GEORGE goodbye.

 I’ll be back around 6 then.

COUNCILLOR BRACK enters via the sliding doors.

TESMAN Councillor!

BRACK Thea? Is it little Thea Elvsted?

Thea can’t disguise her revulsion as COUNCILLOR 
BRACK embraces her.

 What an unexpected pleasure! God, you’ve grown up! 
You’re a woman now, aren’t you? Bet you’re beating the 
fellas back, just flaying them. How are you, beautiful?

THEA I haven’t spoken to my father in over a year. But you put 
your hands on me again, and I’ll be forced to tell him you 
molested me when I was 14.

Beat.

BRACK What?
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THEA And when he’s done with you? You’ll either be dead or 
shitting in a bag the rest of your life.

BRACK I never … Thea, Thea, it’s me! Bracksy! You remember Uncle 
Bracksy? I bought you a mountain bike, you remember? It 
was purple, or pink, mauve maybe … I never touched you!

THEA rinses the moment for all of COUNCILLOR 
BRACK’s discomfort.

THEA [faux cracking up] You should see your face. Can’t you 
take a joke?

COUNCILLOR BRACK isn’t sure he’s allowed to laugh.

HEDDA Men assaulting girls, hysterical. Lighten up, Councillor, it’s 
just banter. Or is it funny only when it’s women who feel 
threatened? Thea, I’ll walk you out.

HEDDA and THEA leave via the sliding doors.

BRACK Jesus fucking Christ, she’s unpleasant!

TESMAN laughs.

TESMAN Your face but! When you thought she was gonna tell Elvsted 
you fiddled her! You were fucking bricking it, mate!

BRACK Fuck you! What I do for you, eh? The cock I had to suck to 
get you this palace and where’s my thanks?

TESMAN You did good, mate. Look at this view! Look at this 
fucking view! So close to the ocean a crab could pinch my 
nuts. I’m so happy I almost don’t resent the baksheesh I 
know you made from handling the purchase.

BRACK Am I worth it or am I worth it? 

TESMAN You’re worth it.

BRACK You know Ejlert Lovborg’s back?
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TESMAN Jesus Christ! I know, he’s back, I know! That’s all anyone 
can talk about.

BRACK He’s clean.

TESMAN That’s great. Happy for him.

HEDDA returns.

BRACK Hedda, we were talking about Ejlert Lovborg. 

HEDDA Really? How fascinating.

BRACK He did time, George.

TESMAN Yes, I know. He was the golden boy groomed for great things. 
Except not so golden towards the end there. A fucking 
liability more like.

BRACK But now he’s clean. He’s paid his dues. He’s redeemed 
himself. 

TESMAN What are you saying?

BRACK He’s owed. 

TESMAN Owed what? 

BRACK I’m just saying.

TESMAN I’m owed! I’ve worked every angle, squeezed every margin, 
hell, I’ve done everything but hook the fucking miners on 
meth myself! Queensland is mine.

BRACK I’m sure it still is.

TESMAN I don’t believe this. I just bought this fucking house! I’ve 
gone into hock on a promise that I control all distribution.

BRACK Don’t shoot the messenger, I just thought you oughta know 
the way things are. In case you were planning any expensive 
purchases. Right then. I’ll be on my way. See you tonight?
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TESMAN What?

BRACK Broncos versus Storm, remember?

TESMAN Fuck! I completely forgot. Ejlert’s coming over. 

BRACK He is?

TESMAN I’m reaching out, being a friend. 

BRACK Great. Bring him along!

TESMAN Bring him along?

BRACK Whatever happens, we’re all family, right?

Beat.

 I’ll see myself out.

COUNCILLOR BRACK leaves TESMAN and HEDDA.

TESMAN Lovborg did 7 years and if he had talked he wouldn’t have 
done a day. That kind of loyalty can’t go unrewarded. And 
Lovborg knows it. That’s why he’s here. It’s payday.

HEDDA Doesn’t him fucking Thea help us? Elvsted won’t like it.

TESMAN Elvsted was pissed off with Ejlert using but that’s not 
unforgiveable. He loves him. When we were coming up, it 
was very clear. Ejlert was the son he wished he had. I drove 
his car.

HEDDA Elvsted won’t put an icehead in charge of distribution, it 
doesn’t matter how long Lovborg’s been clean —

TESMAN Lovborg’s back. That means tomorrow, or the next day, or 
the day after, he’s coming for me. For everything.

TESMAN takes HEDDA’s drink and skulls it.

 Don’t buy any furniture. 
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HEDDA I won’t tolerate that couch. 

TESMAN Hedda —

HEDDA Who runs ice in Queensland shouldn’t decide my interior 
scheme! 

TESMAN Just reign it in, okay? Don’t spend anything. This fucking house! 

HEDDA Fine. I’ll make my own amusement. Where are Daddy’s pistols?

HEDDA walks inside the house.

TESMAN Hedda! Hedda!
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ACT 2
Later that day.

HEDDA reclines on an inflatable lounge in the pool, 
an Aperol spritz in one hand, and a gun pointing at 
COUNCILLOR BRACK in the other.

HEDDA I will shoot.

BRACK There’s nothing sexier than a woman with a gun. You’re a 
real firecracker, aren’t you?

HEDDA fires the gun up in the sky — a seagull falls dead 
into the pool.

BRACK Jesus fucking Christ!

HEDDA There’s nothing sexier than a woman standing over a dead 
man’s body.

BRACK You out of your fucking mind? 

HEDDA Calm down, dear, I missed.

HEDDA cocks the pistol, and takes aim at 
COUNCILLOR BRACK.

 But I won’t again.

Beat.

COUNCILLOR BRACK pisses himself laughing.

BRACK Fuck me, Hedda, you really are something else! Can I at least 
make myself a drink or you gonna shoot out my kneecaps?

HEDDA lowers the gun.

HEDDA So drink, who’s stopping you?

COUNCILLOR BRACK fixes two drinks.
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HEDDA gets out of the pool, dries herself with a towel. 
COUNCILLOR BRACK watches her, hands her a glass.

BRACK That one of your dad’s collector’s items?

COUNCILLOR BRACK makes a show of inspecting the 
pistol, but really he’s keen to put it away in its case — away 
from HEDDA.

HEDDA A 1936 Mauser luger. One of a pair. German Army issue. 
It tickles me that this gun was used to advance Nazism. It 
could’ve killed your grandfather, or mine.

BRACK Y’know I knew your dad. Did you know that? 

HEDDA Everyone knew my dad.

BRACK Not the warmest bloke, was he? Complete prick, actually. 

HEDDA I’m told I’m a lot like him.

BRACK George around?

HEDDA He’s with his dying aunt.

BRACK If I’d known he was out, I would’ve come around sooner. 

HEDDA What for?

BRACK To keep you company.

HEDDA You know everyone don’t you, Councillor? 

BRACK I’d like to know you a lot better.

HEDDA Any friends on the state government procurement 
committee? 

BRACK Why do you ask?

HEDDA Gabler Security is submitting several bids for public 
services contracts. If you were able to place the right phone 
call to the right people —
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BRACK You think all Queenslanders are corrupt? 

HEDDA I’d be very grateful if you were.

BRACK How grateful?

HEDDA A juicy chunk of change. Your cut as facilitator. 

BRACK It’s not cash I’m hard up for.

Beat.

HEDDA I’m a married woman, Councillor.

BRACK A lawyer with a first class degree from a sandstone 
university does not marry a man who thinks the poet, Keats, 
is the dickhead from Boyzone.

HEDDA George and I married for the same reason why everyone 
gets married. Love.

COUNCILLOR BRACK laughs uproariously.

BRACK Fuck, you’re funny! God, I think I just wet myself ! 
Seriously, at least one, maybe even two drops of pee. 
‘Love’! Haha!

And now he’s choking and takes some time to compose himself.

 Lucky George, eh?

HEDDA says nothing.

 I, myself, have the highest respect for the institution of 
marriage. So much in fact I wouldn’t let a prick like me 
anywhere near it.

HEDDA Bet you’ve got bastards all over. There’s some Thai whore 
raising your kid and all she got out of it was a couple of 
bucks and a burning when she urinates.
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BRACK The thing about marriage I never understood, right, is how 
can you expect one person to give you everything? To be 
partner, confidante, lover. You should think of marriage 
like a business, and subcontract individual services to 
providers who specialise in that area. So the areas in which 
Tesman is lacking, another provider, perhaps a close 
friend, could step in and fill the void, so to speak.

HEDDA We’re never going to fuck, Councillor. Ever. I can’t imagine 
how desperate the circumstances would have to become 
where that is even in the realm of possibility.

BRACK That’s the gauntlet laid down then, isn’t it? You, little girl, 
don’t understand how things work here.

HEDDA And you’re going to educate me?

BRACK You can forget about this public services business. Julia 
has decided against it, which means the family is against it, 
which means it’s not fucking happening. You’re on the Gold 
Coast now, girly. Development is what you wanna be doing.

HEDDA It’s one thing to make money out of real estate, but to be so 
evangelical about it the way everyone is here —

BRACK I’ve knocked over more trees than anyone else on the 
entire Gold Coast. I was a service station bowser boy, now 
I drive a Bentleigh and I’m worth 200 million dollars. 
That’s what’s possible on the Gold Coast.

HEDDA Only in Queensland.

BRACK What is it you southerners object to about Queensland? 
The sunshine? The space? The lack of pretension?

HEDDA It’s … the smallness, the mentality of people, the Bundy 
and coke-ness of it all.

BRACK Which people? You don’t know anyone, not properly.
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HEDDA I know you.

BRACK No, Hedda, you don’t.

Beat.

HEDDA [surprised] I’ve offended you.

BRACK Whenever I have to travel down for meetings or 
conferences, you know as soon as you say you’re from 
Queensland there’s gonna be a crack about Joh, or Pauline, 
or Clive, and we’re dismissed, condescended to. I had a 
mate tell me whatever I did, don’t wear anything colourful, 
or they’ll know. Fuck that. You know why I wear this 
outrageous shirt? Because I’m not ashamed of who I am, 
or where I come from.

TESMAN enters the garden via the sliding doors. 

TESMAN Councillor, you’re here already, Berta didn’t say. 

BRACK Came in the back way.

TESMAN Shit, mate, I’m not even dressed — 

BRACK Take your time.

HEDDA How’s your aunt? 

TESMAN Really bad today. 

HEDDA She always is.

TESMAN So Aunt Jules isn’t coming round.

HEDDA Because of what I said about the furniture? 

TESMAN No, because her sister is dying.

HEDDA [to herself] These fucking aunts! 

TESMAN What?
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HEDDA Hmm?

TESMAN I thought you … ? 

HEDDA No.

Beat.

TESMAN I’ll run up, get changed, won’t be a sec. Hedda, darl, make 
the Councillor a fresh drink, will ya?

TESMAN exits via the sliding doors. 

HEDDA makes a new round of drinks.

BRACK What did you say about the furniture? 

HEDDA I said Julia had shit taste.

BRACK Why?

HEDDA Because she does. And it amused me to say so.

BRACK So you don’t like the décor, fine, but the house is 
amazing, right? 

HEDDA It’s a monstrosity.

BRACK You can’t be serious?

HEDDA It’s the architectural equivalent of a double D boob job on 
a bleached blonde, orange dyed … metre maid. It’s classic 
Gold Coast, all splash, all cash, all trash.

BRACK You can’t be serious? You can’t get any closer to the fucking 
ocean, you’re in it. You’ve got sting rays up your arse, what 
more do you want? Let me guess, you’d like an old terrace 
house in the inner city, well, the façade of one, you’d gut 
the interior completely, obviously, put a glass extension on 
the back.
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HEDDA I know you’re wearing a Hawaiian shirt, and I’m pretending 
to believe it’s ironic, but are you seriously saying you don’t 
find these McMansions tasteless? And wasteful. Why do we 
need a house the size of a football field? Why do we need a 
garage that could fit a fleet of buses?

BRACK Ah, it’s the scale that offends you. You’d prefer something 
smaller, more discrete, more subtle, and double the price 
because it’s in the armpit of a wine bar that serves a skinny 
flat white just the way you like it.

HEDDA It’s one thing to be without friends, it’s quite another to be 
without good coffee.

BRACK That’s why you find real estate crass — because people like 
me can do it. And the privatisation of public services — 
banking on natural disasters, locking bastards up for profit 
— that’s okay, because people like you do it.

HEDDA You can’t equate the two. Public services fulfill a need. 
Knocking over a bowls club to erect a hideous building full 
of empty apartments so rich Chinese businessmen have 
somewhere to park their money — there’s no point to it 
other than cash.

BRACK I think I’m finally getting what it is that you find so 
unappealing about Queensland, the house, even poor old 
George — you lot have been smug for so fucking long, 
so certain of your superiority because you eat in the right 
restaurants and went to the right schools, because you do 
coke instead of ice, you watch plays instead of sport, that it’s 
unthinkable to find people like George, or poor Aunt Jules or 
even me, doing so well, doing much better than you think we 
have a right to, and we’re leapfrogging right over you, giving 
you the finger while passing.

Beat.

HEDDA I didn’t realise how much everyone here hates me.
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BRACK I don’t hate you. A minute ago, you accused me of flirting.

HEDDA It’s both. You want to fuck me because you hate me. Bet you 
got it all worked out in your head, how you’d do it. Doggy 
style, right? And anal. Men like you, it’s always anal. What a 
thrill, fucking Major-General Gabler’s daughter in the arse 
— that’d show him, right?

BRACK Admit it, Hedda, the old order is dying. You can’t call the 
shots anymore because your daddy or granddaddy used to 
be important. That’s history — it’s our turn now.

HEDDA holds up her drink.

HEDDA Welcome to the age of the cashed-up bogan, for the bogans 
shall inherit the earth.

BRACK Long live the bevans.

HEDDA and COUNCILLOR BRACK clink glasses and drink.

HEDDA Can we at least agree that Brisbane is the worst? 

BRACK Don’t get me started on fucking Brisbane.

HEDDA And so snobby about the rest of Queensland. Christ, being 
smug about Brisbane. At least the Gold Cost has an ocean.

BRACK It wouldn’t have to be anal.

TESMAN enters, dressed to go out.

TESMAN What’s anal? What?

BRACK Hedda thinks I don’t respect women. 

HEDDA I know you don’t respect women.

TESMAN This guy? You kidding? He fucking loves women!

BRACK Some of my best friends are women. My mum’s a woman! 
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TESMAN Why’re you talking sex with my wife? Don’t talk anal with 
my wife.

COUNCILLOR BRACK laughs — this is a joke. But 
TESMAN isn’t joking.

 I’m serious. She’s my fucking wife. You will respect her.

COUNCILLOR BRACK understands TESMAN is serious. 
He holds his hands up to HEDDA, a mea culpa gesture, he 
understands. LOVBORG enters the garden via the back gate.

LOVBORG Everyone needs to respect Hedda Gabler. She’s formidable.

Everyone turns to see LOVBORG. HEDDA and LOVBORG 
lock eyes and the impact on both of them is unmistakable.

TESMAN Ejlert Lovborg!

LOVBORG Hey mate, alright if I come this way? Saw Berta out the 
front and she said —

TESMAN Yeah, no worries, mate, good to see you.

 TESMAN and LOVBORG shake hands … and then 
awkwardly embrace.

 You look good, mate.

LOVBORG Yeah? Feel good, mate, appreciate you calling, inviting 
me ’round. You didn’t have to. 

TESMAN Nah, it’s good to see you. 

LOVBORG Hedda, you look … lovely, hi.

LOVBORG kisses HEDDA awkwardly on the cheek.

TESMAN You remember Bracksy?

BRACK We’ve met once or twice I think.

COUNCILLOR BRACK and LOVBORG shake hands.
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LOVBORG Yeah, right, the guy on the council. You got that nice 
apartment on Northcliff Terrace, right? 

BRACK Good memory.

LOVBORG Yeah, I remember the building, waiting in the car park to 
slip you a few bags stuffed with cash. Guess this was before 
we all became friends, when bribes were still necessary.

Beat.

HEDDA bursts out laughing. 

TESMAN So Ejlert, how are ya? You good? 

LOVBORG Yeah, mate, I’m all right, y’know.

Awkward silence. 

TESMAN Feel like going out? 

LOVBORG Out?

TESMAN We’re going to the Turf Club for the Grand Final. Nothing 
better than watching Victorians lose (no offence, Hedda love). 
We’re members there now. Can park wherever we want.

LOVBORG I won’t stay long then.

TESMAN You could come, you should come.

BRACK Bit of a boy’s night, Tesman’s last chance to cut loose before 
he becomes Mr Responsibility.

LOVBORG That’s right, you’re stepping up, I hear? 

TESMAN Looks that way.

LOVBORG Well done, mate. 

TESMAN Really?

LOVBORG Yeah, sure, why?
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TESMAN Thought you maybe, y’know, you’re out, maybe you’d … 
wanna resume your former duties, so to speak … y’know.

Beat.

Now LOVBORG gets TESMAN’s meaning.

LOVBORG Me? Fucking hell, mate — 

TESMAN I thought —

LOVBORG Shit man, I’m just happy to be alive, happy to be out, y’know? 

TESMAN Right.

LOVBORG Right.

TESMAN hugs LOVBORG and the two men embrace more 
warmly now.

 You thought I … ?

TESMAN Nah, nah, nah … Yeah, a bit, but nah, it’s good to have you 
here, man.

LOVBORG It’s good to be here, man, and if there’s anything I can … 
Y’know I’m back, I wanna earn. I know I was… messy 
before I went away, let you down, let Elvsted down, but 
I’m clean now. And I’m here to make things right. Make 
everything right, yeah?

TESMAN I’m sorry I didn’t visit, y’know, when you were —

LOVBORG Don’t be stupid, mate. You can’t be associating with 
degenerates like me, a big important man like you. Still … 
me being gone hasn’t held you back too much, has it? Just 
look at this house. You’re doing well then?

TESMAN Guess so.

HEDDA is racking up lines of cocaine on a mirror, 
unnoticed by the others.
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LOVBORG If there’s anything you could use me for — 

TESMAN Definitely. We’ll take care of it.

HEDDA snorts two lines and now everyone notices.

HEDDA Anyone for a line?

Beat.

TESMAN Hedda.

HEDDA What? Oh, you don’t do drugs anymore, Ejlert. Sorry. 
George, would you and Councillor Brack care to … maybe 
inside?

TESMAN I’m so sorry, mate, she didn’t mean —

LOVBORG It’s fine, honestly. Do whatever you want, I’m fine, really. 

HEDDA Maybe you should … inside.

TESMAN takes the mirror and goes inside with 
COUNCILLOR BRACK.

HEDDA and LOVBORG stare at each other. 

LOVBORG You married George then. I didn’t see that coming. 

HEDDA What’s wrong with George?

LOVBORG He’s a great guy.

HEDDA I don’t need your approval.

LOVBORG And I’m not giving it. You can’t love him, and I can’t 
imagine the sex is anything other than functional, which 
isn’t to say it’s entirely unpleasant. Sort of like getting your 
teeth cleaned. It’s all a bit of an ordeal when you’re stuck in 
the dentist’s chair, staring into the fluorescent, the sound of 
the drill … but after, well, we all appreciate clean teeth.
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HEDDA What do you know about sex with George? Have you 
fucked him? 

LOVBORG That’s not telling me I’m wrong.

HEDDA It’s remarkable how every man is exactly the same. You’re 
all obsessed with where you rank, the size of your cock, 
your prowess in bed. The question you’re dying to ask is, 
‘Am I better than him?’

LOVBORG I don’t need to ask, I know. Me and you? That’s fucking 
that takes you into another world, it’s the only time you 
get to be who you really are.

HEDDA Who am I really?

LOVBORG Not the slightest bit good — the same as me.

HEDDA Me and you? That was just youth and too much coke. 
Everything feels honest and authentic and hopelessly 
Byronic when you’re the best part into three grams.

LOVBORG Don’t pretend you don’t know what I’m talking about. Sex 
like that isn’t about pleasure. It’s about need. You need to 
be wanted, you need to want. It’s the same as any other 
addiction, however much you have, you’d throw your 
life away to get more. You just can’t live without it, and 
when you try? It’s all so goddamn grey. Life is just… I 
don’t know, a pergola and monthly installment plans on 
outdoor furniture until you’re dead.

LOVBORG has got to HEDDA and he knows it.

HEDDA And this carnal world of ‘need’ without end, is that what 
you have with Thea?

LOVBORG What do you know about Thea? 

HEDDA That’s not telling me, ‘yes’. 
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LOVBORG Thea’s good to me.

HEDDA She’s good for you, being the boss’s daughter. Elvsted will 
have to set you up, he’ll want to make sure his daughter is 
provided for.

LOVBORG It’s not like that.

HEDDA I thought we were the same. That means I know how 
you think. 

LOVBORG I love her.

HEDDA wants to laugh but LOVBORG is telling the 
truth, and HEDDA knows it.

 She’s loyal, she’s kind, I’ve known her since we were kids. 
Being with her makes me feel … home. But no, it’s not 
like how it is with you and me.

… which is exactly what HEDDA wanted to hear. 
LOVBORG and HEDDA are so close now, it seems 
inevitable that they will kiss … but they don’t.

HEDDA You could leave now, go back to Byron, Netflix, NA, the 
dog — you could have a quiet life.

LOVBORG What would I do for a crust? Yoga instructor? 
Mindfulness guru? 

HEDDA I’ll pay you to leave. 50k. In cash. You just have to walk 
out that door and never come back.

LOVBORG How much this place set you back? Three … four mill? 
You have to forgive me for asking such embarrassing 
questions, I’m yet to reacquaint myself with Gold Coast 
property prices.

HEDDA So how much would it take?
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LOVBORG I gave this organisation years of my life! You know the 
worst thing about prison? Forget the rape, the indignity, the 
crushing loneliness … it’s the smell. It’s years of cum, shit, 
and piss stench inside my nostrils. The day I got out the bus 
driver was wearing aftershave and it smelled so fucking good 
I almost came in my pants. And you offer me fifty thousand? 
How much that ring cost? It’s the size of a fucking planet. 
How much it cost to keep up this pool?

HEDDA Then name your price.

LOVBORG You can’t give me back 7 years. I’m not going anywhere. 

HEDDA What about Thea? She doesn’t want this for you, or her.

LOVBORG  Thea loves me. And not because I’m playing bongos on the 
sand in fisherman pants. But because I am who I am. This is 
what I’m good at. I can’t live any other way.

HEDDA And if she doesn’t fall in line?

LOVBORG She will. Easier than you think. What are you so afraid of? 
What me staying means for Tesman… or what it means for 
you, for us? You know why people don’t shake their addictions? 
They don’t want to — that’s what’s so fucking terrifying. 

TESMAN [off stage] Look who’s here!

TESMAN leads THEA and COUNCILLOR BRACK outside.

THEA Ejlert!

THEA hugs LOVBORG who returns her embrace.

LOVBORG What are you doing … ? 

THEA Fuck, I missed you!

THEA kisses LOVBORG passionately and he responds in 
kind, while HEDDA, TESMAN and COUNCILLOR BRACK 
watch on, awkwardly.
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It seems to go on forever.

HEDDA We invited Thea over because you two are so … close. 

THEA You’re okay?

LOVBORG Why wouldn’t I be?

THEA Just not used to having you back. Makes me nervous when 
you’re gone, like you might disappear forever.

HEDDA Aren’t you two adorable? 

LOVBORG We’re getting married. 

THEA Ejlert —

LOVBORG What? I’m happy. I wanna shout it from the rooftops! 
We’re getting hitched!

HEDDA and TESMAN look at each other — this is 
terrible news. LOVBORG and THEA grin but no one 
knows what to do.

Beat.

TESMAN Congratulations. 

BRACK Yeah, congrats.

TESMAN and COUNCILLOR BRACK shake hands with 
LOVBORG, kiss THEA’s cheek.

HEDDA I cannot wait for the wedding.

THEA It’ll be a small ceremony, no guests really.

LOVBORG Not so small I can’t have my best man. You game, George? 

TESMAN Me? Your best man?

LOVBORG Who else, mate? 
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TESMAN I’d be honoured.

HEDDA This calls for champagne.

HEDDA takes a bottle of champagne out of the fridge and 
pours glasses, handing them out.

LOVBORG and THEA refuse.

 Come on, it’s champagne, it’s a celebration, it’s hardly 
even alcohol.

THEA We’re good, thanks. 

HEDDA But you have to —

TESMAN Hedda, they’re in recovery —

HEDDA Oh, for fuck’s sakes!

HEDDA skulls her glass.

Everyone sits/stands awkwardly and drinks in silence.

TESMAN [to THEA] We’re heading out in a bit. The game.

No one says anything.

 You should come, Ejlert, really, we gotta celebrate your last 
days of freedom.

LOVBORG Maybe I will. 

THEA What? Really? 

LOVBORG Just for a bit.

THEA Is that a good idea? No offence, George, but you look kind 
of wired, and your recovery is still fragile —

HEDDA Let ’em go, Thea, they’ve got so much to talk about. Like what 
Ejlert’s going to do, now that he’s out. George, you haven’t 
told Thea the good news. George has offered Ejlert a job.
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THEA What job?

HEDDA In the business. Details still to be worked out. That’s good, 
isn’t it?

TESMAN avoids THEA’s glare.

LOVBORG Appreciate it, mate.

HEDDA You see, Thea, everything’s fine, Ejlert’s absolutely fine. 

LOVBORG Why wouldn’t I be?

HEDDA Thea came this morning — 

THEA Hedda —

HEDDA A complete basket case, convinced you’d come back to 
Surfers to score and we’d find you dead —

THEA Hedda, stop it!

HEDDA — with a needle stuck in your toe! 

THEA I never said that!

LOVBORG I’m clean, George, I swear mate, on my life, I’m clean. I 
didn’t even drink the fucking champas!

TESMAN I believe you, mate.

HEDDA See, Thea, he’s clean, there was no need to doubt him. He 
isn’t weak.

THEA I didn’t –

LOVBORG [now realising] You got George to call me, this is you 
checking up on me, isn’t it?

THEA I just —

LOVBORG You’ve embarrassed me!
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Silence.

 In front of my friends, and colleagues, you’ve humiliated 
me. Made me out to be some bloody junkie in need of 
protection, Christ, this is practically an intervention!

TESMAN Mate, she just wanted —

LOVBORG Don’t, George. This is what she’s done. Gone behind my back.

LOVBORG grabs the glass of champagne HEDDA had 
poured for him earlier and skulls it.

THEA Ejlert, no!

LOVBORG It’s a drink, it’s one fucking drink. My problem’s meth, not 
booze. I can still have a drink, can’t I?

Beat.

HEDDA It’s a free country, last I checked.

LOVBORG pours himself another drink, skulls it. And 
then another one.

THEA You bitch, Hedda. 

HEDDA Me? What did I do?

THEA You fucking know what —

LOVBORG Thea!

Beat.

THEA I’m sorry.

Beat.

LOVBORG So we going out boys or what? 

THEA Ejlert, no, stay with —
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HEDDA pinches THEA’s arm.

 Ow!

HEDDA Sorry, I thought that was … my arm, sorry. 

TESMAN You’re coming?

LOVBORG If you’ll have me.

BRACK Let’s make a fucking night of it.

THEA Ejlert, you shouldn’t be putting yourself in tempting 
situations —

LOVBORG just looks at THEA and she’s silenced.

It’s uncomfortable and LOVBORG tries to lighten the mood.

LOVBORG Babe, I’m with my brother, okay? He’s looking out for me.

THEA I got a bad feeling, this terrible gut feeling like this is 
wrong, like it’s all wrong —

LOVBORG Enough now.

LOVBORG kisses THEA’s cheek but she grabs his face and 
kisses him properly.

HEDDA watches.

BRACK Gentlemen, the carnival begins.

COUNCILLOR BRACK and LOVBORG leave by the side 
gate. TESMAN kisses HEDDA good night.

TESMAN [to THEA] Don’t worry, I won’t let anything happen to 
him, promise.

TESMAN leaves.

THEA What the fuck are you playing at? 
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HEDDA Me?

THEA Why do you want to fuck Ejlert up? What’s in it for you? 

HEDDA He’s going to be fine. You heard him. Come on, have a drink. 

THEA I’m in recovery you stupid bitch!

HEDDA And who says teetotalers are no fun? Come on, Thea, he’s 
just got out of prison, he doesn’t want a guard for a wife. And 
George will look after him. Then again, George is prone to 
getting a little loose on a night out.

THEA How loose?

HEDDA He’s got six grams on him, at least. 

THEA Jesus.

HEDDA And Brack’s a fucking animal. I’ve seen him snort Parmesan. 

THEA Parmesan?

HEDDA We’d had ricotta and white truffle ravioli (yum, by the way) 
and there was some Parmesan left on the table when Brack 
walked in, completely wired, rolled up a 50, and hoovered it 
up.

THEA Why?

HEDDA I think he thought it was coke, he hoped it was coke. He’s 
completely depraved.

THEA George promised me he’d make Ejlert leave.

HEDDA That was your first mistake, asking a man to fix your 
problem. It’s always bros before hoes, you know that. You 
want Ejlert out of Surfers? Then tell him he has to choose. It’s 
either you, or meth. He can’t have both.

THEA You don’t give a man like Ejlert ultimatums. He’ll feel cornered. 
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HEDDA What’s the worst that can happen? He tells you to fuck 
off, he breaks up with you? At least you have your answer.

HEDDA sees the hesitation on THEA’s face.

 You’re afraid he won’t choose you. 

THEA Yeah, I am.

HEDDA He’ll choose you. He loves you. He told me. Go to him. 
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ACT 3
5:30am.

HEDDA, wrapped in a cashmere blanket, goes out into the 
garden. She yawns, looking up at the sky as the sun rises.

BERTA enters the garden in her dressing gown.

BERTA Oh, it’s you. 

HEDDA Hmm?

BERTA I heard the doors open.

HEDDA I’m sure there’s not a wind that passes in this house that 
you don’t hear, Berta.

BERTA What?

HEDDA What time did George get in? 

BERTA He hasn’t.

HEDDA Really? God, it must’ve been quite the knees-up then. 
It’s dawn.

The house phone rings.

BERTA What time do you call this?

BERTA goes inside to answer the ringing phone.

COUNCILLOR BRACK and TESMAN help/carry THEA 
into the garden via the side gate.

THEA’s face is bloodied and she’s crying.

HEDDA My God, what happened? Thea, are you okay? What 
happened? George, what happened?

TESMAN Don’t scream at me! Please. I need to think. 
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HEDDA What happened?

BRACK Lovborg happened. 

HEDDA Ejlert did this?

THEA He didn’t mean it, he was high, I made him angry — 

HEDDA He hit you?

TESMAN This is a fuck up, holy Christ, this is a fuck up. 

HEDDA I didn’t mean for this to happen.

THEA You can’t tell anyone, Hedda, promise me, you can’t tell 
anyone, my dad will never forgive him for this —

HEDDA Thea, I swear, I am so sorry, I did not mean for this to 
happen — 

THEA It’s not as bad as it looks —

HEDDA Really? Because it looks like he’s mangled your face. 

TESMAN Coffee. I need to get my head straight.

HEDDA goes to the sliding doors and calls inside.

HEDDA Berta! Coffee! [to TESMAN] What the fuck, George? 

TESMAN Don’t, Hedda.

HEDDA Can you explain this? It’ll need stitches. 

THEA I’m not going to a hospital.

HEDDA Thea — 

THEA No!

HEDDA Thea, your forehead is split open. You need stitches, maybe 
around your eye too. If you don’t get them, the scaring 
will be worse.
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THEA No hospital, no records. 

TESMAN I know a guy.

TESMAN texts a message on his phone.

 He’ll come here, fix her up.

THEA It’s not Ejlert’s fault, he wasn’t himself, it was the drugs — 

TESMAN Put her to bed, Hedda, let her sleep.

BRACK passes HEDDA a glass vial. 

BRACK Here, I’ve got some liquid Tramadol. 

THEA No drugs!

HEDDA Thea —

THEA No fucking drugs!

Beat.

HEDDA Okay, we’ll do it without drugs, okay.

THEA accepts HEDDA leading her inside.

TESMAN and COUNCILLOR BRACK are alone on the 
decking. GEORGE’s face is in his hands.

BERTA comes out with coffee — she’s been crying.

BERTA Georgie?

TESMAN Thank Christ you’re here, Berta.

TESMAN and COUNCILLOR BRACK take the coffee.

BERTA Georgie, Jules just called. 

TESMAN What time is it?
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And now GEORGE clocks BERTA has been crying.

 No, no, Aunt Rina, is she … ?

BERTA Not yet. But it’s happening. She’s in a bad way, Georgie. 

TESMAN Oh fuck, not now, not now.

BERTA Should I call Jules? Tell her you’ll be over.

TESMAN is trying to think.

 Georgie?

TESMAN Yes, yes, I’ll have this coffee, I’ll be right over. 

BERTA Good boy, Georgie.

BERTA goes inside to make the call, and HEDDA comes 
back out.

HEDDA What’s Berta weeping about? 

TESMAN Rina’s dying.

HEDDA She has been since I’ve known her. 

TESMAN No, this is it.

HEDDA Now?

TESMAN I have to go. Christ, what about Thea?

The beep of a text message. TESMAN reads it.

 Doctor’s on his way. 

HEDDA What happened?

TESMAN and BRACK exchange glances, but neither 
wants to speak.

 You’re not going to tell me? 
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BRACK It got … rowdy.

HEDDA No shit.

BRACK We had a suite at the casino, just so we could relax, have a 
couple of drinks, some laughs with some friends of mine —

HEDDA Women?

Beat.

BRACK If you must know, they were female — 

HEDDA Whores.

BRACK That is an ugly word, Hedda, and not one I would use about 
anybody. It so happens that these two particular ladies are 
not sex workers, but happen to be doing tremendous work 
in the real estate sector, tremendous work.

HEDDA Sure, it takes tremendous ability to erect scaffolding in 
your pants. What a boon for the Gold Coast.

BRACK I’ve had just about as much as I’ll take of your smartarse 
insinuations —

TESMAN Enough! Both of you! We have a fucking crisis here and 
you two are … enough.

HEDDA Okay, okay. You were in the suite …

BRACK It got late, we got merry, I went to the … I was 
indisposed —

TESMAN Taking a shit. [off BRACK’s face] Well, you did, mate. 
Destroyed that bowl.

BRACK And Ejlert, high as a fucking kite, and Thea were in the 
bedroom, going at each other, “You fucking this”, “You 
fucking that” —
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TESMAN Then I heard … I could hear … I got in there too late. He 
was on top of her just punching her in the face, she was 
out cold on the floor. He changed, it wasn’t him. He was 
an animal, I had to pull him off her or he would’ve … 
and then it’s like the light goes on in his eyes, and he sees 
what he’s done, Thea lying there, her face a fucking river 
of blood, and he starts blubbing, ‘I’ve killed her, I’ve killed 
her’ and he bolts.

HEDDA Where?

TESMAN How the fuck should I know? If I were him, somewhere 
no one can find me. For a minute, I thought she was dead, 
that he had actually killed her.

HEDDA So Ejlert left thinking he killed Thea?

TESMAN There was no talking to him. He was hysterical, and Thea 
wasn’t moving, she didn’t even look like she was breathing.

BRACK Why the hell did she have to come?

HEDDA Oh, it’s her fault for being there, she was asking for it — 

BRACK I didn’t say that —

HEDDA But she was, right?

BRACK She had no business being there! It was a boys’ night —

HEDDA So why were your female real estate friends at this boys 
only event? 

TESMAN Enough, Hedda.

BRACK What did Thea expect? Her turning up like that, busting 
his balls — 

HEDDA He busted her face!
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BRACK Don’t feminazi me, I didn’t say it was right, but he was on 
the gear, we were all on the gear, and how the fuck she 
thought it was a good idea to confront him about it the 
first time he’s cut loose in 7 years is anyone’s bloody guess.

TESMAN How the hell did we get involved in this? Fucking Lovborg! 

BRACK We were actually having a good time! We caned those 
Victorian cunts 28-4 —

TESMAN No offence, Hedda —

BRACK I thought we were having a good time! 

TESMAN We were!

BRACK What the hell are we going to tell Elvsted about his daughter? 

HEDDA The truth: Lovborg hit Thea.

TESMAN He’ll kill Ejlert if he finds out! Elvsted can never know.

TESMAN’s phone rings. 

He checks the number.

 It’s Elvsted.

He lets it ring out. 

It rings again …

 Fuck!

… and GEORGE rips the battery out of his phone.

Now BRACK’s phone rings. BRACK clocks the number 
with dread.

BRACK He knows, he fucking knows! 

TESMAN Don’t answer it —
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BRACK I’m dead if I don’t! 

TESMAN You’re dead if you do!

And the phone is still ringing.

BRACK goes to answer it when TESMAN grabs the 
phone out of his hand and smashes it.

BRACK Fuck! Fuck!

TESMAN Just calm the fuck down, alright? No phones. My lawyer 
reckons she can get anyone off anything if they don’t 
phone and don’t text.

BRACK How many people you reckon saw Lovborg running 
into the night screaming he’s killed someone? How 
many saw us dragging Thea, her face like meat, out of 
the casino? Elvsted fucking knows and the longer we 
stay quiet the angrier he gets with us for covering for 
that piece of shit, Lovborg!

HEDDA He’s right, George, even if we wanted to hide this, we 
can’t. She’ll scar for sure.

TESMAN You don’t know that. A bashed face always looks bad but 
when the swelling goes down, she may come out alright.

HEDDA So it’s okay then? As long as the bruises heal?

TESMAN Telling Elvsted is a death sentence for Ejlert, d’you 
understand? It’s the same as me putting a gun to his 
head, pulling the trigger, bang. He’s my mate, we came up 
together, we’re brothers, I can’t —

HEDDA Why’d you let him get on the gear?

TESMAN I didn’t let him do anything, he’s a grown-up man, he can 
do what he likes!
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HEDDA But you knew he was in recovery, you knew he shouldn’t 
be doing drugs, and you let it happen, why?

GEORGE doesn’t know how to answer that.

 Because you didn’t want Ejlert to stay clean. Your 
instincts were right, George, neutralise the threat.

TESMAN I didn’t want him to take my job, that’s not the same as 
wanting him dead.

HEDDA But he’s a dead man walking whatever you do. You don’t 
tell Elvsted and he’ll find out anyway, and then you are 
both in it with Ejlert. But if you tell Elvsted, give up your 
best friend? That kind of loyalty can’t go unrewarded. 
That puts you back at the table, the anointed.

BRACK She’s right. Elvsted will find out anyway, if he doesn’t 
already know.

TESMAN I can’t, I can’t —

HEDDA George, finish what you started. This is what being the 
boss is all about. Making the tough calls that lesser men 
don’t have the stomach for.

Overwhelmed, TESMAN vomits behind the palm tree. 

Beat.

TESMAN I have to warn Ejlert first. I can’t give him up like a lamb 
to slaughter, I just can’t. But if he knows it’s coming, he 
can run.

TESMAN tries to put the battery back in his phone.

 I at least owe him that. The chance to run. 

HEDDA Don’t use your phone.

TESMAN Right, right.
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HEDDA Brack could find Lovborg, warn him. Then you can show 
Elvsted you’re loyal with a clean conscience.

BRACK I can do that.

BERTA, dressed now, comes out to the garden.

BERTA Georgie?

TESMAN Fuck. Aunt Rina. Hedda, you should come too.

HEDDA No. Don’t ask. I can’t stand sickness, death, it’s too … vile. 

TESMAN But this could be the last time we see her.

HEDDA And who will look after Thea?

TESMAN Shit, of course, Thea, Thea. Okay, find Lovborg, get him 
out of town, and I’ll be back as soon as I can.

TESMAN and BERTA leave.

HEDDA Even better than telling Elvsted the truth about what 
happened to his daughter, is delivering the man responsible.

BRACK What are you talking about?

HEDDA We find Ejlert, then tell Elvsted exactly where he is. 

BRACK That’s the exact opposite of what George wants us to do. 

HEDDA It is exactly what George wants: Ejlert gone.

THEA enters the garden via the sliding doors.

HEDDA Thea, Jesus —

THEA I need to find Ejlert — 

HEDDA You need to lie down —

BRACK Thea, sweetheart, we got someone coming to help you, 
patch you up —
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THEA Ejlert, we need to find Ejlert, we need to leave before 
my father — 

BRACK I’ll find him for you, love, okay? Let Uncle Bracksy take 
care of it. 

THEA He’s in trouble —

HEDDA You’re in trouble, Thea, you don’t have a face! 

THEA We need to leave, tonight —

BRACK We’ll get you in a car straight to Byron — 

THEA Out of the country, out, for good!

Beat.

BRACK If I can say it, love, you’re not in a good way. You stay here, 
we’ll get you … cleaned up, I’ll bring Ejlert back to you —

THEA I’m coming with you, I have to find him —

HEDDA You can’t get on a plane looking like you’ve done ten 
rounds with a crowbar. Sit down. A doctor’s coming. Let … 
Bracksy find Ejlert, and the two of you can leave. Disappear.

THEA For good?

HEDDA nods.

THEA finally relents.

HEDDA and BRACK exchange a look and he leaves.

HEDDA If I were you —

THEA If you were me, what?

HEDDA I’d let your father murder that bastard … slowly. It’s 
what he deserves.
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THEA You ever fucked up, Hedda? I mean really, really fucked up. 
The kind of shit that you cannot see your way back from. 
The only thing that stops you from opening your veins is 
this belief, this tiny, tiny little hope that you might still be a 
good person, that you could be, despite it all. Loving Ejlert, 
it’s because I understand him, it’s because I’ve been him, and I 
need to believe … I choose to believe that we could be good.

HEDDA But he’s not good. Look in the fucking mirror, he is not good. 

THEA [pointing to her face] This? This offends you? What do you 
think you’ve married? What do you think paid for this house? 
A thousand broken faces, crushed bones, bodies in cement 
with no names. Skeletons in emergency, off their fucking tits, 
threatening nurses with broken glass. Kids who don’t know 
their mums cos when she couldn’t make enough sucking cock, 
she pulled a knife in a servo, and now she’s doing six years. 
[pointing to her face] And this offends you? Why? Because it’s 
in your fucking backyard, under your nose, where all the other 
stuff is just shit that happens to other people. This is what this 
world does. This is what you married.

HEDDA I told you to speak to your boyfriend. I didn’t think he was 
going to … I’m not responsible for this.

THEA You think this has nothing to do with you? That’s funny. 
And you reckon I’m delusional.

HEDDA I know what I married. I know what George does. My eyes 
have always been wide-open. What you don’t understand is 
that I didn’t have a choice.

THEA Right, okay —

HEDDA My father hid things from me! About the business, the 
trouble he was in. I should’ve asked more questions, because 
I knew, I knew, but he wasn’t exactly a man who liked being 
asked questions and before I could fix it … I had already 
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invested too much, do you understand? I have given my 
life to this company, because it’s mine, it’s mine! So yeah, 
I married George. Because what else was I supposed to 
do? Walk away from my birthright with nothing?

THEA That’s exactly what you were supposed to do. You think you 
can swim in the same sewers as my father, George, and you 
come out smelling clean? This world poisons everyone.

HEDDA Maybe it does. If that’s the price I have to pay, I’ll pay it. 
I’m not leaving what’s mine.

THEA Maybe if Ejlert and I leave together, we might still have 
a chance. 

HEDDA How can he hurt you and you still want to save him?

THEA You don’t get it, Hedda. I’m not saving him. I’m saving me.

Beat.

HEDDA No, Thea. I’m saving me. And when I’m done, I’ll be free 
of all this shit. And you’ll just be dead.

Beat.

 You should lie down. I’ll bring the doctor through when 
he arrives.

HEDDA indicates the liquid tramadol.

 You sure you won’t take the Tramadol?

THEA just stares at her.

 Right. Recovery.

THEA re-enters the house via the sliding doors. 

Beat.
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LOVBORG enters the garden via the gate. HEDDA is 
thrown to see him.

 Jesus! How long have you been there?

LOVBORG grabs HEDDA, hugs her, crying.

 Stop it, get off me, stop it, Ejlert, I said stop it! Get off!

HEDDA shakes LOVBORG off.

LOVBORG [barely audible] Help. 

HEDDA What?

LOVBORG Help me. I don’t know what to do, I don’t know … what do 
I do? What do I do?

Beat.

HEDDA I don’t know.

LOVBORG I don’t know what happened —

HEDDA You were high and you hit Thea, repeatedly, in the face — 

LOVBORG Hedda, don’t —

HEDDA Is it painful to hear? I imagine it wasn’t too comfortable for 
Thea either.

LOVBORG We could just go, together, me and her, we could just get 
out of here, we could go and never come back, and I’ll stay 
clean, I swear to God, I’ll never touch that fucking shit 
again, I swear to God, if we could just leave.

HEDDA looks uneasily to the house where THEA is.

HEDDA It’s too late for that. 

LOVBORG Is she … ? Is she … ? 

HEDDA Yes, she’s dead.
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LOVBORG is devastated … and now he’s angry — with 
HEDDA. He moves menacingly towards her. HEDDA is 
frightened.

LOVBORG Hedda, what did you do? 

HEDDA Me?

LOVBORG Offering me drinks, drugs — what kind of game did you 
think you were playing?

HEDDA No, you do not get to put this on me —

LOVBORG Rattle the snake then send in the bait, watch him bite, 
that’s how it was, right?

HEDDA No, Ejlert —

LOVBORG She told me you were the reason she was there! ‘Hedda 
said, I should say it straight,’ she said, ‘It’s me or meth,’ 
she said — 

HEDDA This is not my fault —

LOVBORG You can come after me, Hedda, but you don’t touch Thea — 

HEDDA I didn’t, you did!

Beat.

 You can twist this however you like but the truth is her 
only crime was that she loved you, though God knows 
why, and you broke her lovely face.

LOVBORG crumples — the fight in him completely gone.

HEDDA I knew you were a violent man. I’ll even admit I found that 
sexy once, which is terribly shameful, but I never thought 
… How many times have you hurt her, Ejlert?

LOVBORG Never before, I swear to God, never —
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HEDDA What about when you were using ice, before prison?

Beat.

LOVBORG When I use, it isn’t me anymore, it’s like —

HEDDA At least have the balls to own it. Don’t blame the drugs, 
or your shitty childhood, you hit women because you 
can, end of.

LOVBORG No, I —

HEDDA Because she made you angry? 

LOVBORG Shut up, Hedda —

HEDDA She questioned your rather questionable choices? 

LOVBORG I mean it! Shut up, or I’ll —

HEDDA Or you’ll what? Hit me too?

Beat.

LOVBORG Her eyes. Seeing me like that, fucking up the first chance 
I got, it broke her heart. I couldn’t stand those eyes, those 
big, heartbroken eyes on me, knowing I’m the one who 
made her so fucking sad.

HEDDA Why are you telling me this?

LOVBORG Because I need someone to know how it was. I need 
someone to know I loved her.

HEDDA The only person who needed to know that is dead. And 
when she died, I don’t think she was thinking, ‘He loves me’.

LOVBORG weeps and HEDDA watches him.

LOVBORG What do I do? What do I do now?

HEDDA You know Elvsted will kill you for what you’ve done.
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HEDDA retrieves one of the MAUSER pistols.

 Or you could do it. 

LOVBORG You mean … ?

HEDDA When a samurai had committed a serious offence, bringing 
shame to himself and his family, he would perform seppuku, 
a short blade into the abdomen, slicing left to right. He 
could die with his honour restored, restitution made.

HEDDA hands LOVBORG the pistol.

 For Thea.

LOVBORG hesitates but takes the pistol.

LOVBORG and HEDDA look at each other for the last time. 

He leaves by the side gate.

HEDDA fixes herself a Vodka. She makes sure there’s no one 
about and pulls out a cigarette. She lights it, inhales deeply.

HEDDA What a day it’s been. And it’s still only morning.

HEDDA drinks and smokes.
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ACT 4
Afternoon, later that day. 

Music plays.

HEDDA wears a short black dress, turns up the music, and 
dances — she’s in a brilliant mood.

JULIA, all in black, enters the garden via the sliding doors.

HEDDA Julia! Hello. I’m so sorry about your sister. 

JULIA You seem real broke up over it.

HEDDA gets the hint and turns the music off. 

Beat.

HEDDA Drink? 

JULIA Bourbon.

HEDDA fixes drinks for her and JULIA. 

JULIA gets out her cigarettes.

HEDDA Sorry, Julia, do you mind not smoking?

JULIA gives HEDDA real daggers.

JULIA I do fucking mind.

And JULIA smokes. Beat.

HEDDA George said it was a peaceful death. 

JULIA Where is he?

HEDDA At Elvsted’s. Ejlert Lovborg has gone off the rails 
apparently. George is dealing with it.

JULIA Peaceful death, yes. She’s not suffering any more, thank God. 
So much to do, funeral arrangements, and phone calls —
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HEDDA George can help with all that. I can help. 

JULIA You’ll help?

HEDDA Of course. Like you said, we’re family now.

Beat.

JULIA What’s happened to you? 

HEDDA What do you mean?

JULIA You’re different somehow. 

HEDDA Grief?

JULIA doesn’t look convinced.

 Can we talk? 

JULIA So talk.

HEDDA I understand your concerns over the state government tenders. 

JULIA It’s got nothing to do with me.

HEDDA It’s got everything to do with you. And I understand why you 
set George against it. 

JULIA Yeah?

HEDDA Essential public services makes sense. Gabler Security is a 
respected business, pedigree name, and if the tenders go the 
way I hope, our turnover, with legitimate contracts alone, will 
triple over the next year.

JULIA I never said there wasn’t money in it.

HEDDA Julia, there are good reasons to grow the business in this 
direction. 

JULIA I know there are a lot of good reasons, and none of them 
help George.
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HEDDA If George is arrested, charged, convicted, his assets will 
be forfeited to the state. And we’ll be left with nothing. 
George’s child will have nothing.

Beat.

JULIA You’re not … ?

HEDDA No, but I could be. Within the year. I have a follow-up 
appointment with the clinic on Monday. Donor eggs most 
likely, but George’s sperm. It’ll be his blood, your blood. I 
know that matters to you.

JULIA And George can … I mean, you know he’s capable of … ?

HEDDA Fathering a child? Yes. The fault lies with me, which is 
probably unsurprising.

JULIA You never struck me as the mothering kind. 

HEDDA I’m not. But George wants a child. You do too. 

JULIA You’d have a baby to get your business back?

HEDDA No, we’ll have a baby, with a secure future, the heir to an 
empire that has nothing to do with meth.

JULIA A baby. I never thought… I wanted, I hoped but I … a baby. 

HEDDA Will you talk to George about the government tenders? 

JULIA A baby.

HEDDA Julia?

JULIA What if you don’t get pregnant? What if you can’t?

HEDDA Donor eggs, surrogate. One way or the other, George 
will get his child. And I will be its mother. I promise 
you. I should’ve come to you first about the government 
contracts. I was wrong not to get your blessing, I know that 
now. I’d like it very much if we could work together.
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JULIA I don’t like you, Hedda. 

HEDDA So I gathered.

JULIA I don’t trust you.

HEDDA I’m giving you a baby. What more could you possibly want?

Beat.

JULIA I want an ultrasound, confirming a viable pregnancy. 
When I get that, you’ll have my support.

HEDDA offers JULIA her hand. 

But before JULIA takes it …

 You’re new to this so let me wise you up real fast. I’ve been 
here since before you were born. The reason I’m still here 
is because I don’t let anyone fuck me. Many have tried and 
I’ve seen them all off. Do not fuck me, Hedda, or I’ll have 
you wiped off the face of this earth.

HEDDA And the reason I’m still here is because I never fuck the 
wrong people.

JULIA can’t help but laugh. She shakes HEDDA’s hand.

JULIA You’re a clever woman, Hedda Gabler. I warned George 
about clever people.

HEDDA You’re no dummy either.

TESMAN enters via the sliding doors.

TESMAN Aunt Jules! 

JULIA Georgie!

TESMAN and JULIA embrace.

TESMAN How you holding up, eh?
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JULIA Better. Now I’ve spoken to Hedda. 

TESMAN Hedda? Why? What did she say?

HEDDA Aunt Rina’s not suffering anymore. We can all take comfort 
in that.

Beat. 

TESMAN What’s with you? 

HEDDA What?

Beat.

JULIA People will be coming soon, to pay their respects. I’ve got 
Berta out getting drinks, food, but then we got the funeral to 
take care of, Georgie, I want it done properly. She deserves a 
proper send off.

TESMAN And we will, the best of everything, flowers from here to the 
moon but right now I’ve got to take care of something.

JULIA What’s more important than this?

TESMAN Something you’ll want me to take care of, trust me. 

JULIA Ejlert Lovborg?

TESMAN [to HEDDA] What did you tell her?

HEDDA Aunt Jules is family, Georgie. We don’t keep any secrets from 
family.

TESMAN and JULIA stare at HEDDA. ‘Aunt Jules’?

TESMAN We won’t be seeing Ejlert Lovborg again. Addiction, y’know? 
Some people just have no will.

HEDDA You sure you want to go home, Aunt Jules? Won’t you feel 
lonely? You could stay here with us.
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JULIA Sweet of you to offer, love, but I’ll be all right, I’m a tough 
old bird. As long as I know I’ve always got Georgie. 

HEDDA And me.

JULIA And someone else soon enough.

JULIA smiles.

TESMAN I’ll be right over as soon as I can. 

JULIA You’re a good boy, Georgie. 

HEDDA See you soon, Aunt Jules.

Aunt JULIA leaves by the sliding doors.

TESMAN What’s with you?

TESMAN sinks into a deck chair.

HEDDA Just feel I understand her better. You’re right. We’re family. 
We should all get along. We will. About what we talked 
about, a baby … let’s do it.

Beat.

TESMAN Really?

HEDDA It’s what you want. And that means it’s what I want.

TESMAN embraces HEDDA.

TESMAN Babe, babe, I love you, I love you, I’m so happy! 

HEDDA All right, there’s no need to make yourself sick over it. 

TESMAN Wait ’til I tell Aunt Jules!

HEDDA Tell her not to buy anything. I won’t have my kid dressed 
in an Adidas tracksuit and Vans, looking like he’s selling 
pills at Big Day Out.
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TESMAN This is everything I’ve ever wanted! A little boy, or girl, 
I don’t care which, we’re going to be so happy, Hedda, I 
promise you, and this baby will want for nothing, not a 
fucking thing, the best schools, a horse —

HEDDA A horse?

TESMAN We’ll get ’em lessons, everything — shit, you’ve been drinking.

TESMAN grabs HEDDA’s drink out of her hand.

 What the fuck is wrong with you? 

HEDDA I’m not pregnant yet, George.

TESMAN It’s your last. We have to keep you healthy. 

HEDDA George, I can have one drink —

TESMAN Your last.

Beat.

HEDDA It’s still my body, George. 

TESMAN It was yours — it’s the baby’s now.

Beat.

 How’s Thea? 

HEDDA Sleeping.

TESMAN Her face, how does she look?

HEDDA Your doctor patched her up but she still’s a car crash. 

TESMAN Elvsted wants me to take her over.

HEDDA She’s not going to want to see her father.

TESMAN I can’t help with what she wants. From the minute she came 
to me, I should’ve told her I couldn’t help. She’s not my boss.
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THEA enters the garden via the sliding doors. She has 
stitches on her bruised face.

HEDDA Thea, honey, how are you? 

THEA Have you found Ejlert?

TESMAN and HEDDA exchange a look.

HEDDA We’ll find him, I promise. 

THEA Why hasn’t he come for me?

HEDDA Maybe he assumes you don’t want to see him.

THEA No, he would come for me. Something awful has 
happened. I know it.

COUNCILLOR BRACK, his face grave, enters the garden 
via the side gate.

TESMAN Bracksy, what do you know? 

BRACK Bad news, I’m afraid, George. 

THEA Is it Ejlert? Where is he? 

HEDDA A tragedy?

BRACK Why do you say that? What do you know? 

THEA Tell me, where is he?

Beat.

BRACK I’m sorry, Thea, really, I’m very very sorry. 

THEA [screaming] Oh God, God!

HEDDA So soon. 

TESMAN Is he … ?
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COUNCILLOR BRACK nods.

BRACK Dead.

THEA The things we said … I can never take it back — 

HEDDA Thea, he was a monster. He hurt you.

THEA You didn’t know him, none of you knew him. 

TESMAN Did he … ? Was it … ?

HEDDA He killed himself?

BRACK [staring straight at HEDDA] Unfortunately you’ve 
guessed right. 

THEA Ejlert, no!

TESMAN How?

HEDDA Shot himself?

BRACK Right again. In the head.

THEA rushes at TESMAN, hitting him.

THEA You bastard! You fucking bastard! You ruined him, you 
fucking destroyed him!

COUNCILLOR BRACK pulls a hysterical THEA off 
TESMAN.

TESMAN It’s not my fault! Stop it, stop it!

And THEA weeps, broken.

And all anyone can do is watch.

THEA clocks the vial of liquid tramadol … and she 
swallows the lot.

BRACK Jesus.
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TESMAN How much Tramadol was that? 

BRACK You take 20 drops every 4-6 hours. 

TESMAN And she took how many drops? 

BRACK 500?

TESMAN Thea? Thea, you need to vomit.

A dozy THEA pushes TESMAN off but he won’t back away.

 Thea, darl, listen, listen, you’ve had too much —

THEA just shakes her head.

 You’ll OD babe, you don’t want that. Come with me, there’s 
a good girl, c’mon. You’re in recovery, you’re doing so well, 
you don’t want this.

THEA I don’t care anymore, I don’t care.

TESMAN drags THEA up off the ground, almost 
carrying her.

TESMAN I care. I care about you. Your dad cares about you, you 
listening? Thea? And then I’m going to take you to your 
dad, and he’s going to look after you, he’s going to get good 
people to look after you.

THEA looks directly at HEDDA.

THEA You’re all poison. All of you are poison.

TESMAN walks THEA to the sliding doors.

TESMAN C’mon darling, one foot in front of the other, c’mon.

And they exit, leaving HEDDA and COUNCILLOR BRACK.

BRACK It wasn’t in the head. 

HEDDA What?
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BRACK Ejlert Lovborg didn’t shoot himself in the head. 

HEDDA No?

BRACK I wanted to spare Thea the truth. I’m sentimental, foolish 
like that, but the truth always comes out in the end, doesn’t 
it? It seems he did a truckload of meth right before, and his 
aim was off.

HEDDA Where did he shoot himself? In the chest? 

BRACK Lower.

HEDDA His abdomen? 

BRACK Lower.

HEDDA You mean … ?

COUNCILLOR BRACK nods.

 He shot off his own cock? 

BRACK It’s what I’m told.

HEDDA Oh for fuck’s sakes! 

BRACK Bled out. Dead. 

HEDDA It’s so …

BRACK Pretty fucking undignified. Still … he doesn’t have to face 
Elvsted now.

HEDDA So it’s over.

BRACK Funny, the gun Ejlert had. 

HEDDA What about it?

BRACK He must have stolen it.

HEDDA Why stolen?
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BRACK He came here this morning, right? 

HEDDA How do you know that?

BRACK Where do you keep your dad’s guns? 

HEDDA In the safe.

BRACK Have you checked since, to make sure both guns are there? 

HEDDA No.

BRACK You don’t need to. I know one’s missing. I know Lovborg 
had it. 

HEDDA How do you know?

BRACK I’ve seen the crime scene. 

HEDDA Where is the gun now?

BRACK The police have it in custody. 

HEDDA What will they do?

BRACK They’ll try and trace it. But the Major General didn’t have 
those particular items registered, did he?

HEDDA I wouldn’t know.

BRACK I do. They’re unregistered.

HEDDA So there’s nothing to link the gun to me? 

BRACK Nothing … if I keep my mouth shut. 

HEDDA And if you don’t?

BRACK You’d have to explain to the cops how your family 
heirloom came into the possession of an icehead. Why 
he was in your home. His friendship with George will 
come out, his relationship with Thea, obviously. They’ll 
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find out who Thea’s father is, who George works for, the 
connection to your company … I’m sure you can see 
where all this leads, Mrs Tesman? A scandal like this will 
bury Gabler Security. Every newspaper, every panel show, 
radio talkback, is gonna be all over this, pigs in shit. And 
with scrutiny like that… this may be Queensland, but 
even we’re not corrupt enough to award state government 
contracts to people as dirty as you. But none of that has to 
come to pass … if I keep my mouth shut.

Beat.

HEDDA And what do you want to keep your mouth shut?

BRACK Babe, I wouldn’t take advantage. I’m not that kind of guy. 
Friendship is all I ask.

HEDDA What does that mean? ‘Friendship’? If this is a negotiation, 
name your price, and we’ll negotiate.

BRACK I’m guessing the circumstances are pretty fucking 
desperate now, eh, darling?

HEDDA I’m not going to fuck you.

BRACK Don’t worry, love, you won’t be doing the fucking.

Beat.

HEDDA Tell the police then. It’ll ruin you as much as me. You’re in 
the pockets of drug dealers — you have been for years. I’d 
like to see how you spin that in your reelection campaign.

BRACK I’m retiring from council this year. Who needs the 
headache? And I don’t give a rat’s fart who knows about 
my friendship with Elvsted. Do you think there’s anyone in 
this state worth knowing who isn’t in his pocket?

HEDDA You come after me and George will bury you.
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BRACK Oh, yes, George. Let’s test that ‘for better or worse’ 
business, shall we? Can you depend on him after he finds 
out the worst? You went behind his back, when you asked 
me to rig the tender process when he told you to drop it, 
when you instructed me to deliver Lovborg to Elvsted, 
after he told you to do the exact opposite, and when you 
gave Ejlert Lovborg one of your daddy’s pistols.

HEDDA He won’t believe you.

BRACK You may be right. Let’s tell him and see. George! 

HEDDA Stop it —

BRACK George Tesman, get out here! 

HEDDA Shut up —

BRACK George, I have something to tell — 

HEDDA All right, all right!

BRACK All right, what?

Beat.

HEDDA Look, I’m willing to compromise here — 

BRACK I’m not interested in your compromise. 

HEDDA But what you’re asking for is —

BRACK I’m not asking.

Beat.

HEDDA I have worked too fucking hard to just … let another man 
own me! First, it’s my father, then George, now you? The 
things I’ve done … you don’t know the half of it. 

BRACK This doesn’t have to be hard.
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HEDDA The compromises I’ve already made just so I can … and to 
lose like this … I can’t … I just can’t …

BRACK Hedda, babe, you don’t have to lose anything. I’m offering 
you a way to win.

Beat.

 Hedda?

HEDDA I’d rather kill myself.

BRACK Everyone says that kind of thing. No one actually does it.

Beat.

HEDDA goes inside.

COUNCILLOR BRACK fixes himself a drink, whistles. 
HEDDA comes out with the gun pointed at BRACK.

 Oh c’mon, you gonna shoot me? Do you want my hands in 
the air? Should I plead for my life?

He laughs at the ridiculousness of it all.

 You’ve got to realise where you are and what business 
you’re in, darling.

HEDDA Bracksy, I know exactly where I am. And I’m in the 
gangster business.

And HEDDA shoots BRACK, twice in the chest. He falls 
into the pool, dead.

Beat.

TESMAN rushes outside.

TESMAN What the … ?

HEDDA fixes herself a Vodka.
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HEDDA Now, George, about this marriage of ours. It’s only going to 
work if you understand one thing: I am who I am. I’ll say 
what I want, drink what I want, be whatever the fuck I want. 
Accept me as I am, and we could be happy. Fight me? Well, 
it just won’t work, darl, will it? And I want us to work.

BERTA rushes outside and spots the dead body floating in 
the pool.

BERTA Is that … Councillor Brack?

HEDDA Call someone, will you, Berta? [Indicating BRACK’s body] 
Have that dealt with.

TESMAN I don’t understand… what happened? What did he do? 

HEDDA He disrespected me.

HEDDA drinks her drink. 

The End.
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